To understand the empirically observed difference, resystems more or less simulate the way successful human teachers searchers decided to quantify how much the students recalled.
of information, including both the information presented in The training system that we are describing here was de-the class and the irrelevant information (what was the teacher signed by A. M. Zimichev et al. in the 1980s; see, e.g., dressed in, what birds were signing, what kids at neighboring [10] , [11] . It started with an attempt to resolve the following desks were saying, etc.), then the total amounts of information seeming contradiction.
recalled by all the kids became approximately the same.
On the one hand, the vast majority of pedagogues strongly
In other words, both the best learners and the worst learners supports the humanitarian belief that (almost) students are remembered approximately the same amount of information, equal in their ability to learn. Some students may require but the best learners remembered the material presented in the different learning styles, different support environments, but class, while the worst learners remembered a lot of irrelevant the history of education has consistently shown that any group details but not what was taught. originally perceived as inferior in learning -be it by gender or In view of this discovery, how can we improve the learning by race of by country of origin -turns out to be as successful situation? The two natural strategies are to decrease the as everyone else. Standardized tests consistently prove that amount of irrelevant information, and to better motivate the kids from different groups have, on average, the same ability students to learn relevant information as opposed to the to learn. There are big discussions on whether 10% differences irrelevant one. How can we implement these two strategies? between scores are meaningful or not, but the very size of these disputed differences confirms the big pictures: we are all born B. How to Reduce Irrelevant Information and Better Motivate equally skilled in learning.
Students
Based on the fact that we are all equally skilled in learning, In order to find out how to reduce the amount of irrelevant one should expect that with advanced learning strategies, all information, let us enumerate where this information comes kids should succeed equally in school. Alas, no matter how from, and eliminate these sources one by one. advanced is the pedagogical technique that we use in the actual Some irrelevant information comes from outside the classclassroom, usually, after each class, there is a big difference room. To eliminate this information, we performed teaching between how much different kids learned, difference often in in classroom without windows.
the orders of magnitude.
Some irrelevant information comes from the classroom Since this difference cannot be explained by the difference walls. Portraits of famous scientists, periodic tables, copies of in the kid's ability to learn, then why is it there? and, most famous paintings, etc., are useful tools, but they turn out to be importantly, how can we overcome this difference and enable one of the sources of distraction. So, we performed education each kid to learn according to his or her full potential?
in rooms with empty walls.
Moreover, since a student remembers the exact same amount C. In order to find the optimal training schedule, let us make well known that we can affect these frequencies by using the some (simplifying but realistic) assumptions about training.
resonance phenomenon:
In principle, there are several different types of items that . we start with music-like tones whose frequencies are we want a student to learn; for example: close to the current frequencies of a student; as a result,
. when we teach typing, we want the student to acquire the the physiological characteristics of the body get into motor skills of typing all the symbols on the keyboard resonance with these outside frequencies;
and all pairs of consequent symbols; * we then slowly change the frequencies of the music in the . when we teach words from a foreign language, we want direction in which we want the physiological frequencies the student to learn all these words; to change so as to achieve the state which is most useful . when we teach cross-country driving, we want the student for learning; as a result, the physiological frequencies also to develop motor skills corresponding to different types change in the desired direction.
of terrain: flat surface, rugged terrain, uphill, downhill, This resonance control phenomenon is well known both in narrow bridge, etc. engineering [4] and in psychology: e.g., it is well known that Let us denote the total number of types to learn by T. For a slow music calms down, while a music that gets faster and simplicity, we assume that acquiring skills necessary for each faster excites. Our experience shows that this phenomenon of these types takes the same number of training situations work perfectly for learning as well.
s. So, to learn all necessary types, a students needs at least T s repetitions. If we denote, by To, the time necessary This formula describes the skill level acquired during a given for handling each repetition, then the total time for training training time I.
a student for all necessary types is equal to To T. s.
We can also consider the inverse problem: we want a student In many learning situations, the total number T of necessary to be trained for a certain skill level t, and we need to know types is large, so the above time of total training is unrealisti-the time I required for this training. From the formula (2), we cally large. Therefore, we cannot expect every single student can conclude that to be 100% skilled in every possible situation type.
Since we cannot train a student to be skilled in every I t * To * ln(T) * s.
possible thing, it is therefore necessary to train a student in D. Optimal Training such a way that this doctor will be able to handle the largest (2) and (4), we conclude that texts from real language. In traditional typing lessons, student during the same training time, the skill level acquired during learn to type by typing real-life texts. In all these cases, a the automated training can be much higher (ln(T) times student is trained on a real-life flow of items. higher) that the skill level acquired in traditional training. Let us denote by I the time allocated for training. Since Similarly, by comparing the formulas (3) and (5), we conhandling each repetition takes time To, during this training clude that the training time necessary to acquire a given skill time, the trainee will see N = I/To repetitions. According can be much shorter (ln(T) times shorter) for the automated to our assumption about the training time, the student will be training than for traditional training. trained only in those types i for which he or she has seen at E How to Optimally Combine Automated and Traditional least s repetitions. Out of the total of N repetitions, the student Training will see N. fi repetitions of i-th type; so, the student will be trained in all the types for which N fi > s. Substituting
Designing an automated learning system requires a lot of Zipf's expression (1) for fi, we conclude that the student will computer work and a lot of programming. At first, therefore, learn all the types i for which automated training will not be available for the whole training; I1 realistically, we should expect that only a part of the training *> s, is done on a automated system, and after this basic training,
To ln(T) .t a trainee goes into a traditional training. How can we best i.e., for which organize this combined training? ______ Let us denote the time that we can allocate for automated -To ln(T) .s'
training by Ian, and the training time for the follow-up Therefore, the resulting student's skill level t (i.e., the total traditional training by 'tr. During the follow-up training, number of types in which this student will be skilled), will be the student encounters Ntr =Itr/T0 repetitions. if we approximate a collection of atoms by a continuous * If the training times lau and Itr are given, then the medium, we can approximate the discrete dependence x(t) on resulting acquired skill t can be determined from the discrete time t by a continuous function x(t) of continuous equation (8), where ttr is determined from the equation time t.
(6).
What is the optimal trajectory x(t)? The experience of * Vice versa, if we know the training time lau for the learning shows that often, presenting the items in random order automated training, and the required skill level t, then is beneficial. To allow for this possibility, instead of looking for we must find ttr for the equation (8), and then use the a deterministic function x(t), we look for random processes formula (6) to determine the necessary traditional training x(t). Since a deterministic function is a particular case of a period as random process, we are thus not restricting ourselves.
'tr = ttr To ln(T) s. determined by the formula (7).
Students come with different levels of preparation. There-G."
Other Applicationfore, a good learning strategy should work not only for a G. OtherApplication~~~~~s tudent that comes from 0, but also for a student that comes
In [1] , we used a similar idea to optimize the types of at moment to with the knowledge that other students have virtual patients used by doctors during medical training -already acquired by this time. From this viewpoint, a student's specifically, during a training of surgeons for spinal cord education starts at the moment to. It is therefore natural to stimulation procedures; see, e.g., [2] , [3], [5] , [9] .
require that the random process should look the same whether we start with a point t = 0 or with some later point to. Hence, What a criterion must do is to allow us, for every pair of the characteristics of the process should be the same, i.e., families, to tell whether the first family is better with respect m(t) = m(t + to) and A(t, s) = A(t + to, s + to) for every t, to this criterion (we'll denote it by F1 >-F2), or the second s, and to. is better (F1 -C F2 ), or these families have the same quality
From the first condition, we conclude that m(t) = const. in the sense of this criterion (we'll denote it by F1 -F2).
Thus, by changing the origin of the coordinate system, we can Of course, it is necessary to demand that these choices be safely assume that m(t) = 0. consistent, e.g., if F1 -C F2 and F2 -C F3 then F1 -C F3.
From the second condition, for to =-s, we conclude that A(t, s) = A(t -s, 0), i.e., that the autocorrelation function E. The Optimality Criterion Must Select a Unique Optimal depends only on the difference between the times: A(t, s) = Family t)def a(t -s), where we denoted a(t) A(t, 0). In other words, Another natural demand is that this criterion must choose a the random process must be stationary. unique optimal family (i.e., a family that is better with respect So what we actually do in this case is abandon that criterion leads from a(t) to C a(t). In other words, if a(t) is a for which there were several "best" families, and consider reasonable function for some training, then a new function a new "composite" criterion instead: F1 is better than F2 C a(t) should also be reasonable.
according to this new criterion if either it was better according
We can say that the functions a(t) and C a(t) describe to the old criterion or according to the old criterion they had exactly the same learning strategy, but with different intensi-the same quality and F1 is better than F2 according to the ties. Since intensity can be different, we cannot select a unique additional criterion. function a(t) and claim it to be the best, because for every In other words, if a criterion does not allow us to choose a function a(t), the function C. a(t) describes exactly the same unique best family, it means that this criterion is not final. We learning strategy. In view of this, instead of formulating a have to modify it until we come to a final criterion that will problem of choosing the best autocorrelation function, it is have that property. more natural to formulate a problem of choosing the best family {C a(t) }c of autocorrelation functions. In the above text, we used an invariance-based approach Definition 2: to optimization. This approach is not limited to the above * Assume a set A is given. Its elements will be called alter-problem. In [8] , this approach was used to provide theoretical natives. By an optimality criterion we mean a consistent justification for empirical heuristic formulas such as the choice pair (-,) of relations on the set A of all alternatives. of activation function s(x) = 1(1 + e-) in artificial neural If b -q a, we say that a is better than b; if a -b, we say networks, the choice of "and"-and "or"-operations in fuzzy that the alternatives a and b are equivalent with respect logic, etc. to this criterion. This approach can not only be used to justify the existing * We say that an alternative a is optimal (or best) with formulas when we already know, from experiments, which respect to a criterion (-, ) iffor every other alternative formulas are empirically the best. It can also provide us with b either b -q a or a -b. a guidance on which formulas could be best when no optimal * We say that a criterion is final if there exists an optimal formulas are known. alternative, and this optimal alternative is unique. We hope that this approach will be useful in finding the best * Let A > 0 be a real number By the A-rescaling R, (p) of neural networks for training the education-related programs, a function a(t) we mean a function (RAa) (t) dfa( . for best fuzzy logic connectives in the analysis of expert rules, * By the A-rescaling RI (F) of a family F, we mean the etc. set of the functions that are obtained from f C F by
